
 

INTO Wallet (Top Grain Leather) by TCC Magic

The Into Wallet is now back, plus a new version: Top-Grain Cowhide Leather.

New yet familiar design

Two years ago, TCC PRESENTS released The Edge Wallet, a simple, yet
powerful card-to-wallet that we believe to "usher in a new era of card-to-wallets".

There was no longer a need to worry about the complicated design structure of
the wallet, which would hinder the secret operation, and that the design of the
wallet only can be used for magic shows and cannot be used as a normal
everyday wallet.

It was a wonderful combination of magic and modern trendy minimalistic wallets.

The Edge wallet's main feature was the card-to-wallet function but could also be
used as a peek device. Nevertheless, because the peek was just an auxiliary
function, it was indeed not as good as other wallets whose main feature is that of
a peek wallet.

What if there was a wallet that could perfectly achieve multiple Peek methods,
yet could also achieve a smooth and flawless card-to-wallet, wouldn't that be the
best of both worlds?

Hence, the brother of the Edge Wallet was born. Its designer, Mr. Shaobo,
named it - The INTO Wallet.

3 Peek Methods

There are three ways to peek at the hidden billet or playing card. In addition to
the two more well-known methods, there is one method that is rarely seen in
other peek wallets.

The card can be folded once and placed in the non-transparent card slot, and the
magician still can easily get a peek.

One of the core points of Peeking is for the audience to not even suspect that the
magician has an opportunity to get a peek. Folding the card in half could reduce
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the suspicion of the audience to a greater extent.

In addition, there are three card slots at the front, all of which can be used to get
a peek, and each one has different subtleties.

Card to Wallet

The Into Wallet has been completely redesigned in terms of structure and
function, but it has also retained the card-to-wallet features of the Edge Wallet:
No palm card to wallet, card to ID sleeve, and card to envelope.

The difference is that in order to increase the capacity of the wallet, the diagonal
design on the back of the Edge Wallet had been modified.

In addition, the top-loading mechanism has also been modified, and a guide is no
longer required for smooth loading.

Additional Details

In order to merge the magical features with the practicality of an everyday wallet,
the design and appearance of Into Wallet have also been modified countless
times. The final design has multiple card slots on both the front and back.

The interior space is no longer just a single compartment, but is partitioned into
two sections by a divider, which functions as follows:

One of the compartments can be used to carry everyday items such as
cash, without interfering with the card-to-wallet and peek functions.
The divider basically covers the gimmick, so you can safely flash the
inside of the wallet (not that you would necessarily need to do that.)
In addition to the wallet itself, the complete package also includes
envelopes, billets, an ID sleeve, etc. so that you can immediately start
practicing and using your wallet in performances when you receive the
wallet.
Three Peeks, including a peek of a folded card.
Three card-to-wallet methods to suit various occasions.
Larger capacity, more storage, more possibilities.
Includes envelopes, billets, an ID sleeve.
Online instructional video.
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